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By Nancy Landis
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Small claims courts are being used primarily by small businessmen rather than consumers, because most people do not know how the court operates, said Larry Lauterjung, co-chairman of SIU's Illinois Public Interest Research Group (IPIRG).

Lauterjung recently researched and authored "IPIRG's Guide to Illinois Small Claims Court," a handbook which outlines the procedures of going to small claims court.

The booklet will be available in two or three weeks and will be free to the public. Jim Gamble, chairman of IPIRG, said Monday. Gamble said the booklet will be distributed through IPIRG, the SIU Student Tenant Union, at Land of Lincoln Legal Assistance Foundation of Southern Illinois, Inc. and through the student's attorney.

Gamble said the booklet is in Copy Duplicating Service where graphics are being completed before printing. He said 1,000 copies will be printed and will cost IPIRG about $300.

IPIRG enforces consumer protection through student fees.

Lauterjung said the booklet was written after he determined, a Land of Lincoln lawyer, the circuit court clerk, an assistant to the circuit court clerk who handles small claims court cases, a graduate student in English and IPIRG's advisor in political science, Professor Robert McGrath.

"After reading this booklet, anyone can go to court and represent themselves," Lauterjung said. "It's as thorough as it can be.'"

Lauterjung said that for $30 a person can go to small claims court to seek cash settlements up to $1,000. The court can be used for restitution of merchandise, he said.

For example, Lauterjung said disputes often arise in tenant-landlord relations.

If a landlord refuses half of a damage deposit and gives no explanation for not returning the deposit, the tenant can subpoena the landlord into small claims court for $10.

In court, the landlord can be forced to give an itemized explanation of why the entire deposit was not refunded and may be forced to refund the entire sum.

"A lot of people don't know you don't need a lawyer to go to small claims," Gamble said. "Many people are also unaware that they have legal recourse when they have a small claim and do not know how the court operates, he said.

IPIRG is following the booklet with other surveys—a survey of plaintiffs involved in small claims court cases to determine the efficiency of the court, a telephone survey to determine public knowledge of the court and research study of small claims court procedures.

Lauterjung said IPIRG is trying to find inherent difficulties in the small claims court system in order to propose changes to make the system more effective for the public.

Lauterjung said the booklet is the only procedural guide to small claims cases in Illinois. IPIRG will print more copies if the booklet is in demand.

Interim Center head to be meeting topic

By Ray Urehel
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer
Clarence G. Dougherty, present Student Center director, and Bruce Swinburne, vice president for student affairs, are expected to discuss whether an acting Student Center director should be named to replace Dougherty when the two men meet Tuesday morning.

Dougherty, who has been Student Center director for 15 years, was notified of his termination by President Warren W. Brandt in June and has been performing in both capacity and acting director from the current financial plight of the campus.

Swinburne said that he will consult with Dougherty "before any decision is made to replace Dougherty and that he expects the topic to be discussed, although he was uncertain whether any decision would be reached at the meeting Tuesday.

Swinburne said that he had consulted with Dougherty "before any decision is made to replace Dougherty and that he expects the topic to be discussed, although he was uncertain whether any decision would be reached at the meeting Tuesday.

Dougherty declined to comment Monday whether he supported the appointment of a new acting director, although previous comments before the Senate Search Committee indicated that Dougherty is anxious to assume full-time responsibilities of director of campus services.

Dougherty said that since he assumed the position of director of campus services other Student Center personnel have taken on a much greater responsibility than ever before to carry out responsibilities that relate to the Student Center.

Meanwhile, Swinburne, who is chairman of the Student Center Director Search Committee, said Monday that his efforts is going to send out approximately 100 letters to other universities to have Student Center operations similar to SIU's seeking applicants for the Student Center director position.

IBHE Master Plan sparks controversy

By Lenore Sobota
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

A great debate is expected in Champaign next week when the Illinois Board of Higher Education (IBHE) decides whether to approve phase four of its master plan for post secondary education in Illinois.

Master Plan—Phase Four (MP4) has been on the drawing board for two years and outlines specific recommendations for financing, facilities, programs and affirmative action. The draft document, not yet approved by the IBHE, has drawn fire from many organizations.

The IBHE was created in 1961 to analyze the present and future aims, needs and requirements of higher education in Illinois. The legislature directed the IBHE to plan and coordinate continuously the effective use of the resources of both public and private colleges and universities to meet those needs.

While the first three phases of the IBHE Master Plan were aimed at expansion, MP4 is directed primarily at limitations.

In a recent report for the state's four-year institutions, the IBHE said that while the report was kind to the present status of the state, it predicted that enrollment will steadily increase through 1984. MP4 urges institutions to meet the enrollment demands through increased student productivity rather than higher costs.

Illinois' current financial plight has had significant impact on enrollment plans and recommendations. The IBHE staff anticipates a revenue deficit in Illinois' higher education system of between $200 million and $250 million by 1980.

To help decrease this deficit, MP4 urges higher education institutions to work with state legislators and the public to implement revised tuition policies and to increase enrollments through increased student productivity rather than higher costs.

On the positive side of the coin, MP4 recommends that affirmative action be given a high priority as an institutional objective. It calls for implementation of biennial salary and promotional equity reviews, publicizing salary and promotion inequities caused by past discrimination.

The major point of contention with MP4 is the manner in which it will be implemented by the IBHE. Critics of MP4 are quick to point out that the IBHE does not have statutory authority under the law for limit tuition waivers.

However, the IBHE does have the authority to approve new units of instruction and construction of non-profit institutions. It can also approve changes in the number of board members, football stadiums and parking lots. In addition, any budget proposals from state institutions must be submitted to the IBHE for its recommendations before going to the General Assembly.

The IBHE has not hesitated to use its budgetary clout in the past to bring compliance with its recommendations.
Circus in town: 70,000 tons of it

By Keith Tushara

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Fourteen million pounds. That is the gross weight of the equipment which is set up for the Ringling Brothers and Barnum and Bailey Circus' four flowered wagons and trueman train this Wednesday-in Carbondale.

According to William Haas coaxes the elephant, the train is over 14 miles of rope, wire and cable used to hoist the equipment inside the Arena and cover about 12,000 feet, 40 yards-long and 30 yards-wide, to be set up behind the Arena to house the circus' 300 six animals.

The circus' construction crew began setting up the 500 tons of equipment Monday night and added the finishing touches Tuesday morning.

The equipment was brought directly into the Arena from the circus train in specially constructed joints and rings in the road.

Workmen perform a safety check after everything is assembled. The safety check is repeated before and after every show to be sure nothing goes wrong with the equipment.

The equipment was spread out on the Arena floor just the way it will be positioned high in the building.

Guy wires are attached and the riggers lift a height of 12 feet, workmen can attach and secureIn the delivery area of the building the arena does not have enough catwalks along the ceiling for the workers to handle the job.

The assembled rigging is hoisted on pulleys to the top of the Arena where workmen secure the finished frames to specially constructed joints and rings in the roof.

Walker denies food stamp funds used for TV

CHICAGO (AP) — A report that food stamp money was used to pay for television equipment for the Illinois Information Service is "an untruth, an irresponsible lie," Gov. Daniel Walker said Monday.

"The money would never have been used for food stamps under any circumstances," Walker said. "Welfare workers were appointed by the state to administer the food stamp program and were in excess that year."

News Roundup

Airport jammed as Westerners flee Beirut

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Westerners turned the Beirut airport into a state of chaotic confusion Monday as Americans and other foreigners tried to flee the fierce street fighting that left dozens dead and hundreds injured.

Officials estimated the death toll in the latest day of fighting between Moslem and Christian forces at more than 120 dead and more than 400 wounded.

The 13,000-man Lebanese army set up rigorous checkpoints guarding the road to the airport to prevent those fleeing from being forced back inside.

Buildings bombed in three U.S. cities

(AP) — Police searched for suspects and clues Monday in the bombings of buildings in New York, Chicago and Washington. A Puerto Rican group seeking independence for the island of Puerto Rico is suspected of attacking "yankie government" and "capitalist institutions."

The blasts, which occurred almost simultaneously in the three cities and spanned a period of about 45 minutes, from 1:45 to 2:30 a.m. EST, caused no injuries.

Walker denies food stamp funds used for TV

By Judy Vandewater

Entertainment Editor

About 100 people turned out on a brisk October evening to welcome the Ringling Brothers and Barnum and Bailey Circus to Carbondale.

The circus train arrived at the Illinois Central and Gulf loading area at 6 p.m. as hour behind schedule.

The circus train arrived at the Illinois Central and Gulf loading area at 6 p.m., as hour behind schedule.

"Some of the performers have their own mobile homes," Sawicky said. A few arrived early Monday afternoon and parked behind the arena.

The circus carries more than 14 million pounds of equipment, Sawicky said. The equipment is hauled piggyback so it can be moved easily from the train to the arena. The train also carries pickup trucks, vans and a few school buses.

The cars which carry the animals are divided into stalls. Sawicky said the animals are kept on the train up to 35 hours at a time. The hoofed animals, including the elephants, will be unloaded at 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday. The lions and tigers were scheduled to be moved to the SIU Arena parking lot Monday night.

The hooded animals will be walked to the arena at 11 a.m. Tuesday. The Animal Walk will begin at the loading dock behind Vogler Ford, proceed up Oak Street, turn left on University Avenue and continue south to Campus Drive.

Tickets are still available for all four shows, but Sawicky predicted the evening performances, 8 p.m. Tuesday and 7 p.m. Wednesday, will be sell-outs.

Iceberg Slim describes life as 'God-figure'

By Diana Cannon

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Iceberg Slim used to play one of the toughest games in the underworld, when he was a "pimp." But now he's a "God-figure." He is the '60-year-old Slim."

He was a pimp- "the best known professional pimp of our time," to hear him tell it. He depended on sweat talk, bribery, kickbacks and violence. He was a "man of 500 women in his "stable.""

In a speech sponsored by the Black Affairs Council Friday night in the Student Center, black author Slim (born Robert "Iceberg") said he this former self as a "God-figure" for "a rainbow of whose black brothers and sisters and even some Chinese." He operated mostly in Chicago from the late 1940s to 1961.

After serving four prison terms, including one of 11 years, Slim said he is "trying to survive" by writing books based on his personal experiences and returning to high school and college students that "anyone with enough intelligence to be a whore or a pimp has no business being one."

"The real Iceberg Slim, dress in a blue skirt shirt, bright blue shoes and shivering for a moment, said, "I've done nothing more asexial than a pimp." His horses were for making money, never for love.

He described his former self as a "womanizer," who kept his "stable sexually satisfied by encouraging them to love each other. A pimp has to save himself for driving his Cadillac."

Pimping is basically sweet talk and muscle, he said. He said he had a "sermon" by his "God-figure," a "method for controlling his people."

"It's a reversal of roles. I convinced the ladies that instead of me supporting them, they should feel that was about me," Slim said. In his leisure, he said, he unified cocaine, shot heroin and drank Scotch.

But his psychology has its limits and if persuasion didn't work, Slim could be cruel and violent. He said he beat a woman friend and hung her from a sash in a black restaurant and a white neighborhood.

Through his rap he has expressed his desire to be a "God-figure." "He is trying to understand what "drove him to dehumanize women."

A married man for 13 years with four children, Slim said his daughters were half grown before he could stand for them. "I'm trying to grow up. I'm trying to grow up," Slim said. "I was just a little wine," he is trying to understand what "drove him to dehumanize women."

It all started when "daddy threw me up against the wall and deserted the family," Slim said. At age 10, he said, his mother "just happened to relocate directly across from the biggest whorehouse on the South Side of Chicago."

"Mama was a freak for good-looking men," Slim said, adding that she let herself be exploited by other men. "To avoid seeing her with other men, Slim said, he told his attic bedroom and watched the pimps with "diamonds in their teeth drive in for the ring."

"I grew enraged and traumatized," he said. "It was Mama's mistake, and I hated her for most of my life. Every where I brutalized was symbolically Mama."

Slim said one Christmas he brought "two carloads of whores home to Mama. Even then she dreamed of me going back to school, but back in those days a black was one of the elite if he was superintendent of mops and brooms at city hall."

"Women have changed," Slim said, hailing the woman who holds the black family unit together as the most heroic and magnificent of all women. He respects females now, he said.

"Iceberg Slim" Beck

Robert "Iceberg Slim" Beck
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Greatest train on earth' arrives late in Carbondale

By Judy Vandewater

Entertainment Editor

About 100 people turned out on a brisk October evening to welcome the Ringling Brothers and Barnum and Bailey Circus to Carbondale.

The circus train arrived at the Illinois Central and Gulf loading area at 6 p.m., as hour behind schedule.

"Some of the performers have their own mobile homes," Sawicky said. A few arrived early Monday afternoon and parked behind the arena.

The circus carries more than 14 million pounds of equipment, Sawicky said. The equipment is hauled piggyback so it can be moved easily from the train to the arena. The train also carries pickup trucks, vans and a few school buses.

The cars which carry the animals are divided into stalls. Sawicky said the animals are kept on the train up to 35 hours at a time. The hoofed animals, including the elephants, will be unloaded at 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday. The lions and tigers were scheduled to be moved to the SIU Arena parking lot Monday night.

The hooded animals will be walked to the arena at 11 a.m. Tuesday. The Animal Walk will begin at the loading dock behind Vogler Ford, proceed up Oak Street, turn left on University Avenue and continue south to Campus Drive.

Tickets are still available for all four shows, but Sawicky predicted the evening performances, 8 p.m. Tuesday and 7 p.m. Wednesday, will be sell-outs.
Circus parade leads Salukis to first win

stepped into its own circus Saturday morning as Southern's Spectacular-Homecoming '75 led through Carbondale. Led University Avenue by student and acrobats, the cavalcade led the Salukis' victory against Wichita State Shockers. A little hocking of his own wasabel (above), junior in aviation engineering, who transformed Tom Bar-

photos in aviation technology, into a scarecrow before he appeared in the parade.

A one-time underdog (left) prepares to be blasted to fame in the float built by the brothers of Alpha Gamma Rho.

In her own little way, befreckled Kathy Dennis, lower left, sophomore in speech pathology and audiology, leads the way for the Sigma Sigma Sigma float.

Twirler Laurel Faust (lower right), freshman in elementary education, sparkles during her appearance with the Marching Salukis during halftime of the Salukis' Homecoming victory— the first of the season.

Photos by
Linda Henson
and
C.R. Craighead
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Circus parade leads Salukis to first win

SIU stepped into its own circus parade Saturday morning as Southern's Circus Spectacular-Homecoming '75 marched through Carbondale. Led down University Avenue by student clowns and acrobats, the cavalcade preceded the Salukis' victory against the Wichita State Shockers.

Doing a little shocking of his own was Bill Rohel (above), junior in aviation technology, who transformed Tom Barber, sophomore in aviation technology, into a scarecrow before he appeared in the parade.

A one-time underdog (left) prepares to be blasted to fame in the float built by the brothers of Alpha Gamma Rho.

In her own little way, befreckled Kathy Dennis (lower left), sophomore in speech pathology and audiology, leads the way for the Sigma Sigma Sigma float.

Twirler Laurel Faust (lower right), freshman in elementary education, sparkles during her appearance with the Marching Salukis during half-time of the Salukis' Homecoming victory—the first of the season.

Photos by Linda Henson and C.R. Craighead
Strike, women

By Jerie Jayne
Editorial Page Editor

Tomorrow is National Women's Strike Day, expeimined from students, understood and generally unappreciated. If done with a large enough group, strike day could become one of the most effective things you should join in Women's National Strike Day. It you feel your present situation is based on equality at least show your sup- port for your sisters who don't have a fair deal in their work.

Increase reading

By Jan Wallace
Student Writer

The College Examination Entrance Board recently revealed that scores on verbal and mathematical apti- tudes taken by nearly a million college-bound high school seniors fell sharply this year.

Senior scores on the 1976 Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SATs) have dropped to a record that began in 1963. This year's average scores for math and verbal tests are the lowest since the examination board began computing averages in the mid-1950's, according to a board spokesman.

Examiners say today's generation is better and brighter than any of its predecessors. Yet high school students have been scoring steadily lower on SATs for the past 12 years, and more and more college professors are complaining about students who flunk, read.

The answer does not lie in faulty testing. Examination boards have studied and analyzed SATs for several years and there is no evidence that the tests are not accurate and ob- jective.

The root of the problem lies in the student's en- vironment—the home. Children today are brought up in the fast-moving world of the electronic media. They see, hear and learn more from television than they ever thought they would in print. Today's children read less and less because television is sim- ple to watch and it provides instant entertainment. It's much easier for parents to say "go watch TV"—than go read a book." Children brought up in an at- mosphere of bills, beauty shows and rock music. It's too much fun to read.

It is not solely to blame for poor reading ability. Teachers are just as responsible. Many students are unable to read by the time they're in high school; they won't read. Usually it's because a reading has been made out to be some strenuous, boring book that they just won't understand. Many teachers look on those students who won't read as being slow or stupid.

The reading problem won't be solved until parents and teachers take the time to show children what lies behind each book they read, why it's made by themselves. Children should be made to understand early in life, that reading is not a chore but an en- joyable task that is fun and they will understand better if their parents spent less time letting them watch television instead of being more involved in their reading. Children should be encouraged to read. They could help share positive reading attitudes by reading stories and articles of their choice. Teachers should ask questions among students, their homes and their schools, the reading problem will continue to grow every year and the SAT scores will continue to decline.

SIU gets insight on "controlled democracy"

By Jim Ridings

SIU got a closer look at the kind of convoluted, rationalizing minds responsible for the condition of the world today when Mohammed Hidayatullah visited the campus last week.

Hidayatullah, a former president and chief justice of India, represents fairly typical of the sort of logical illogic that we have come to take for granted from world leaders in rationalizing and explaining away their crazy policy decisions.

Hidayatullah told Daily Egyptian reporters that despite the declaration of a state of emergency in his country, blatant repression has not yet begun.

The state of emergency, declared last June by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi to combat an alleged "deep and widespread conspiracy" by political op- position to undermine the power of her office, in- volves the suspension of civil liberties throughout the country, strict press censorship and the summary arrest of more than 10,000 political opponents.

If Hidayatullah doesn't consider that to be "blatant repression," then pity the Indian people when his idea of blatant repression does begin.

The state of emergency actions taken by Gandhi were widely condemned by international political leaders and the people of the democratic nations throughout the world (strangely enough, India still refers to herself as "the world's largest democracy").

Ironically, Hidayatullah is in the United States to attend a conference of the World Peace Through Law Center in Washington, D.C. The laws that Hidayatullah believes in to attain world peace are another thing altogether, and no doubt will differ considerably from the laws ascribed to by other democracies attending the conference.

Hidayatullah's Orwellian theory of peace through law was best summed up when he told a Daily Egy- pti an reporter, "I don't see why we should not use strong measures to achieve our goals that can be achieved democratically through a controlled democracy."

Those words should send shivers up the spine of any person who has been harassed or investigated in Nixon's America, or who has read of Hitler's Ger- many, Stalin's Russia, Franco's Spain or any num- ber of regimes that have enacted totalitarianism for peace, or have legislated repressive restrictions "for the good of the people."

"Controlled democracy" is a great phrase that seems to catch the whole essence of the thinking process of various world leaders. While purporting to espouse democracy, certain conditions or controls are put upon the establishment of the democracy that ultimately reduces it to mere mumblings without substance. Past and current history are full of exam- ples of such thinking.

A prime example of government policy according to the Hidayatullah philosophy is found in India's definition and prosecution of obscenity.

Although there is no legal definition of obscenity, Hidayatullah, former chief justice of India, defines it as something "you sense when you begin to feel em- barrassed." With a definition like that, Reader's Digest and The Wallons could be ruled obscene. It is no wonder that the general test concerning obscenity judges material in question, basically, according to the effect it has on the minds of the depraved rather than on the impact of the average citizen.

India, which has seen fit to spend millions of dollars to become a nuclear power while ignoring the skyrocketing population problem and the millions of starving people, is justified in her priorities, ac- cording to Hidayatullah. He maintains that India is using the nuclear research and development for peaceful purposes, but adds that "when India prepares nuclear weapons, then it will be time to charge her with belligerency."

Considering India's course, will there be anyone left following India's nuclear bomb actions to make the charge?

And is there any wonder, with world leaders like Hidayatullah calling the shots, why the world is and is been in such a confused and tumultuous con- dition?"
City development goes on with new federal funds

Ed. Note-It has been a little over a year since Carbondale has been approved to receive funds under the federal Community Development Block Grant program. Under this program, the city has undertaken a number of physical and human service projects and citizen participation in the planning of these projects.

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Program-the bigger the public agency involved, the bigger the word comes up. Nearly everything done, from ordering office supplies to building streets, is part of some type of program. Monty said.

The CDBG, operating under auspices of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, is similar to Model Cities in many ways, says Don Monty, who's responsible for administering the program for the city.

"You can't tell the difference of who owns property by a person who has to live in the city just because you don't like the way it looks.

Don Monty, Director of Community Development, Carbondale

HUD's formula for determining the maximum amounts to be received under CDBG was based on the total amount in HUD grants received by the city each year from 1968 to 1974 and dividing that by five (the number of years the city participated in Model Cities). Other HUD grants considered were Urban Renewal, Neighborhood Facilities, and Water, and Sewer grants.

After its computation, HUD decided Carbondale could receive a maximum $2.9 million in 1975 (which it did), $2.7 million in 1976 and $2.5 million in 1977. After 1977 the city's funding will gradually dwindle, until the sixth year of the program, when the maximum amount that could be received will be $300,000.

Monty explained. HUD's formula, however, did not allow for inflationary effects on the amounts that had been received during the five-year period Carbondale had received.

"That is one of the fallacies of the formula," Monty said. "They didn't allow for inflation. They didn't allow for the fact that the first dollar that Carbondale had relatively little money and the fifth year you might have gotten a lot of money in that you may have been building up, which is what happened in our case.

We were building up, getting more and more and more, then they take a five-year average and take us down to the bottom of the barrel.

"We got a 15 cent difference between the two, he said.

"We lost money, things are costing more to do now than in the past. I have yet the amount that we were getting paid is based on 1969 or 1970 dollars.

"You've got more area to cover, you've got less money for the same dollar.

The approved plan, which made it possible for Carbondale to receive its own money, was turned in to HUD to include several statements, including a summary of how the funds were spent, determination of the community's needs, and specifying the plans planned to meet the needs.

The 1975-1976 grants, consisting activities to be undertaken, their cost and general location.

The CDBG program is designed to provide improved community facilities and public im-

Carbondale, after submitting a three-year plan in September 1975 to HUD, which was approved by the Depart-

ment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), may receive as much as $1.1 million in the three-year cycle of its HUD CDBG funding.

But that's the maximum the city can receive. There are seven CDBG projects which will receive the full amount approved, says Monty. The same true in previous years under the program through which Monty received about $1 million a year from 1969 to 1974.

provenments and necessary social services.

A Housing Assistance Plan which (a) accurately surveys the needs of the city and assesses the housing assistance needs for low-income persons, (b) establishes a Goal and Policy to help meet these needs; and (c) indicates the potential of the CDBG for the local housing program.

- assures conformity with Civil Rights legislation.

- measures maximum priority to activities which benefit low and moderate income families.

- assures conformity to regulations on environmental protection.

- assures conformity to low income employment opportunities requirements.

- assures conformity to the Uniform Acquisition and Rehabilitation Act.

- requires submission of the plan for review and comment to a designated area-wide agency (the Greater Egy Regional Planning Commission).

Monty said the CDBG program, while covering a broader area of services than Model Cities, is more confined to which programs can be funded.

"One of the things that is different is that the Model Cities program was a demonstration program and you were allowed to be creative and innovative and experiment, whereas you don't see to invest your money if they work. In the CDBG program, it's not so much of an experimental program where you try something new and see if it comes that the community explained.

"Instead, you're going with more established kinds of programs that have been found to be workable. Some of the things that didn't seem to work in Model Cities over the years got dropped.

"How is HUD decided what CDBG plans get money?

"They work on parallel tracks," Monty said, explaining that the city's city council has the Community Development Steering Committee, which comprises the citizen involvement. HUD CDBG, get together and decide which proposals should be sent to the City Council for approval. Those proposals, in turn, are included in the annual funding request which is sent to HUD.

"The staff goes through the proposals and flushes them out and then makes recommendations as to which the staff thinks ought to be funded. The steering committee takes the proposals, all of them, and makes recommendations about what it thinks ought to be funded and then the staff and steering committee sit down together and resolve their dif-

- ficulties, and if they can't, it goes to the city counc-

- il," Monty said.

Monty countered the skepticism that so many other housing programs have faced in the administration of the grant instead of implementation of specific programs.

He said 14 percent of the grant is being spent on administration.

"I think you've got to look at what administrative costs count, he said. "If you're running a housing rehabilitation program, who makes sure the program works, looks at the contractors, contracts, and the work right, the people get their money on time? Somebody's got to do that, and the person who does it is called the program administrator.

"Somebody has to stay on top of it," he said. "If we're going to spend millions of dollars, why are we trying to keep on administration, that we're trying to keep on preserving a responsive staff. They want to see more staff, he argued.

Since housing is such an important aspect of the CDBG program, it seems only logical the funding goes to housing-related problems. (see chart) But much of the money goes towards environmental structures, and that leaves most SIJ students out of the question as far as receiving housing assistance is concerned.

Monty said the city has a list of seven priorities for funding and the south half of the city is seventh on the list. "There's nothing in the application now that deals with people who don't own their home but still want to fix it. I think it's a good thing that came up this year that did not come up last year that is going to help get some serious consideration.

"You've got a lot of rental properties. As long as the property owners meets the minimum, nobody's going to say you can do about it. As long as the place has adequate plumbing, heating, wiring and it's not a safety hazard, what can you do about it," he said.

"You can't tell the property owner he has to tear down a house just because you don't like the way it looks.

Monty went on to say that, although student-

renters are on the eligibility list for receiving funds to fix up their residences, they are still covered under the various social programs funded by CDBG.

"I think we're getting at many of their needs, par-


cographically speaking, from the child care to the community. But doing something about their living conditions, that's another story. You begin thinking about something when I think doing something about their living conditions is beyond the reach of the city," he said.

The CDBG is intended to deal with needs that af-

fect the housing conditions, not only of students, but of all residents, he said. In short, it's looking at what I'm talking about is the national factors that af-

fect the supply and quality of housing," he said, ex-

plaining that it's not so sure the city can do anything about it.

"That's where the federal government comes in.

Part of the problem lies in federal policy which
can set goals for providing certain amounts of housing in a given year. Monty criticized Congress for "talking out of both sides of its mouth."

"If you look at how much money they appropriate there's no way you're gonna build that many units in a city," he said, "and yet you look at the practical side of it, if you were to say that within two years you would have to do this or that, I think everyone at a rate they can afford, it would probably cost more than the whole federal budget.

The are the top ten highest-funded projects un-

der the federal Community Development Block Grant. The fiscal year runs from June 1, 1975 to May 31, 1976.

1. Comprehensive health program at the Carbondale-Edmunds Community Hospital. $2,000,000

2. Comprehensive child care program at Carbondale $2,000,000

3. Comprehensive engineering and survey work for streets in the East Springmore area $175,000

4. Comprehensive wellness program planning and administration for 18 months (January, 1975 to June, 1976). HUD allows the city to spend up to 10 percent of this amount for certain activities not ap-

proved in the original plan. The amount also amount also provides for "rainy day" money to be used as needed $141,000

5. Reimbursement HUD for money spent on land for the Urban Renewal plan $141,000

6. Cleaning of various drainage ditches $102,000

7. Interest on Urban Renewal loan $85,000

Egg Shell City

1. You can't be	me anymore after becoming a T.V. Com- 2. Jocasted EGG SNELL 3. It can't be	me	ill	you can	see:

By Jim Ridings

at that you can	me	ill	you can	see: NICE T.V. MANagers NO "I'M	NOT	WATCHEd	FOR	YEARS... 4. She's	watching you, new announcer... you can	watch	me... I'M	NOT	WATCHEd	FOR	YEARS... 5. I'M	NOT	WATCHEd	FOR	YEARS... 6. She's	watching you, new announcer... you can	watch	me... I'M	NOT	WATCHEd	FOR	YEARS...
Crosby-Nash concert satisfies audience with old, new songs

By Keith Teschner
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

"We'll get to most of the things you're going to want to hear," said Graham Nash during his performance with David Crosby Saturday night at the Arena.

Not only did the crowd of 1,000 hear most of those things, but they also heard a few dozen deadpan announcements from the audience and a subsequent scolding by Nash.

Throughout the two-and-one-half hour show, people kept requesting their favorite Crosby-Nash songs (plus a few that neither of the duo wrote) and shouted for the band to rock and roll, get it on and turn up the volume.

The duo tolerated this until the quiet acoustic section of the show. Crosby and Nash's concentration on the emotion of the songs was broken by the shouts, and Nash promptly told the crowd to shut up, adding a plea to let the band do what it wanted.

Inactive student groups lose $766

By Steve Hahn
Student Writer

Sixty-one of approximately 160 officially recognized student organizations at SIU have failed to list the names of their officers with the Student Activities Office, making them officially inactive, said Nancy Harris, student activities coordinator.

Four of these groups, Harris said, had access to $766 allocated to them from student fees. The remaining 57 groups lost $766 in funds presently declared off limits by the Student Government.

Harris said the last day to notify the office was Oct. 30.

She said the plans to meet with Student Government officials next week to decide what further action will be taken concerning the inactive groups and what will happen to the funds presently declared off limits were not decided by the Student Government.

Animal Industries 123, "Practicum Animal Production," is designed to give agriculture majors from non-farming backgrounds a first-hand application of everyday farming of farm animals, said Harold Hooson Jr., chairman of the board.

The Zip-Code Sponsored by SGAC and by

Kaye's Campus Shop
Burger King
Kaldescope
Zwick's Shoes
710 Bookstore
Reinhardt's Jewelers
K-Mart
McDonald's
Gusto's
Joe's Men's Store
Penny's
Radio Shack
Walgreen's

BINGO

1. Check stamped "insufficient funds."
2. 4 Bobbie Pins
3. 1 Inflated Birth Control Device
4. 1 Scented Candle
5. 13 Horse Hairs
6. 1 Student Center Parking Receipt
7. Kevin Jay Pott's Autograph
8. 1 Empty Can of Budweiser (16 oz.)
9. 1 Small Dairy Queen Chocolate Cone
10. 1 Burned-Out Light Bulb
11. 1 Jock Strap
12. 1 1973 Calendar
13. 3 Bicentennial Quarters
14. 1 Photostat copy of pg. 243 of Chicago White Pages
15. 2 1962 Pennies
16. Capt. Zip-off's Real Name
17. 1 Tab Salicylic Acid
18. 2 Pieces E-Z Wider Papers
19. Definition of Zymurgy
20. 1 High School Graduation Picture
21. 2 7½ oz. Michelob Bottles
22. 1 G String
23. What do the initials W.I.D.B. stand for?
24. 2 Playboy Magazine Centerfolds-Oct. and Nov.
25. 1 Pamphlet Anti-drug Literature
27. Elevation of Tweedy Mountain
28. Copy of These Items from the Daily Egyptian

You Are Invited To

The HISTORY OF BRITISH ROCK
On ROCK-100
8 to 10 p.m.
SUNDAY THRU FRIDAY
WEB 100 FM STEREO

CONTEMPORARY ROCK
School tours Welcome
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Ten SIU scientists attempt to restore Palzo Mine spoils

Ten SIU scientists are involved in an experiment that they hope will complete a task which takes nature thousands of years to do, say to Howard Spalt, chairman of the Forestry Department.

The team, representing four departments, is involved in a forest service project that will restore Palzo Mine spoils west of Harrisburg and growing with a permanent land reclamation system.

"One of the purposes of the research is to determine whether it would be better to return the land to pasture or forest," Spalt said.

The mine spoils, which resulted from stripping, had been abandoned prior to passage of the 1962 Open-Cast Land Reclamation Act. This law required mine operators to restore strip mines under penalty of losing a bond posted prior to the beginning of the operation.

The Palzo Mine Spoils has piles of dirt and pyrite, low grade of rock, that has undergone a chemical change due to weather exposure. The piles have been deposited at a very steep angle that is extremely subsidence in erosion, Spalt said. "You can't keep vegetation on a very steep slope," Spalt said. "Otherwise in two years all the minerals will be depleted and the ground will no longer support plant life."

One of the first steps the scientist will take is reclaiming the land will be to plant grasses, Spalt said. He explained that this will provide a quick cover and will prevent erosion.

A thin layer of masticulpe sludge will then be spread over the site. It is applied anaerobic sludge that has been rendered free of disease-causing microorganisms, the chairman said.

Spalt added that the sludge is being shipped from the Metropolitan Sanitary District of Chicago. He stressed that what was being done was "The project serves two needs—those of the site itself and the needs of the sanitary district to dispose of the sludge," he said.

Spalt said that the sludge would increase the cities absorption and will also control mineral flows, making the land rich in mineral nutrients.

According to the Oct. 22, 1973, issue of Time Magazine, over 1,000 acres of U.S. land is stripped away every week. The cost of restoring this land is 60 cents per ton of coal. The rules also stated that no strip mining could be done on homestead land where government owns mineral rights and private individuals own surface. However, the government could lease the land to industry.

National speech contest slates local competition

By Dennis Rice

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Part of a nationwide series of speech contests will be held at SIU from 3 to 10 p.m. on Thursday in commemoration of the bicentennial.

The first contest will be a local one for undergraduates under age 25. It will consist of three areas of speech: the Lincoln-Douglas debate, persuasive speaking and extemporaneous speaking.

After local competition, first-place winners from the three speech categories will participate in a district contest the second week of December, also to be held at SIU. First-place winners in the local contest will receive $25 bonds from the SIU Foundation. First, second and third place winners in the district contest will receive $100, $50 and $25 bonds respectively.

Marvin Kienau, assistant professor of speech and district coordinator for the contest, said the Speech Department is hosting the event.

"As district coordinator my job is to see the contest is organized and that the funds are secured for it," Kienau said.

National Institute of Health announces grant competitions

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) has reopened their competition for the Institutional Grants for National Research Service Awards for Predoctoral and Postdoctoral Fellows.

The NIH will award grants for predoctoral and postdoctoral training eligible institutions to develop research training opportunities for selected individuals who are interested in careers in specific areas of biomedical and behavioral research.

The NIH will also provide National Research Service Awards to postdoctoral individuals for training experiences in specified areas of biomedical and behavioral research. Awards are made to individual applicants selected as a result of a competition.

The application deadline for both awards is Jan. 2, 1976. Additional information and the application materials can be obtained from Helen Dillingham, Research and Projects, 403-2723, extension 49.
"Irene" evokes nostalgic aura of America following WWI

By Judy Vanderwater
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The year was 1939. America was a land of golden opportunity where every mother's son could be president. The optimistic mood of the times was reflected in music and in theatre.

Broadway audiences were taken back to the "good old days" Friday when Celebrity Series presented an updated version of the 1939 musical "Irene." The plot was a familiar one. Rich boy falls in love with a poor girl.

A Review

They overcome all the obstacles and love wins out in the end. Nostalgia fans would say the charm of "Irene" rests in its predictability.

Irene, an Irish immigrant, sets out to discover the world that lies beyond the confines of her Ninth Avenue neighborhood. A piano tuner by trade, her first job takes her to the Marshall estate where she meets and impresses the rich and eligible Peter Marshall.

Marshall's mooching cousin, Orzie Babson, arrives on the scene to seek financial assistance. To clear Babson of a bad gambling debt, Marshall agrees to back a fashion show.

The house is run by Madame Lacy, a male designer who changed his name because the image was better. Tim Boyd brought charm to the character of the egotistical and temperamental designer.

Madame Lacy reluctantly agrees to Marshall's stipulation that Irene be his business partner. The design firm, Lindsey Higgins in "My Fair Lady," Madame Lacy and Babson set about the task of remaking Irene and two of her girlfriends.

Irene sheds her drab brown skirt and becomes a fashion plate—much to the chagrin of her widowed mother, Mrs. O'Dare. Patsy Kelly received star billing in her role as Mrs. O'Dare. She had won a Tony award nomination for her role in the Broadway production.

The comedy in the show was not side splitting. Much of it depended on delivery. Kelly did not seem to be in tune with the character in Friday's production. The show was plagued by poor acoustics. Kelly, who appeared tired, was at times barely audible.

Every scene in the show revolved around the music. Again, poor acoustics detracted from the show. The sound was unbalanced and the orchestra tended to drown out the performers.

Included in the play were songs from the original score by Joseph McCarthy and Harry Tierney. The lyrics were entertaining and optimistic. Meg Bussert in the leading role of Irene gave the show a shot in the arm. Her believable tongue was complemented by a fiery spirit that flowed as naturally as her melodic soprano voice. Bussert, who received a B.A. in theatre from the University of Illinois, exuded magnetism and vitality.

Peter Shaw played Donald Marshall, a likable though somewhat dull character. In his best scene he decides to become a great lover. In "The Great Lover Tango," he boisterous his machoism with scenes from Irene's girlfriends.

The performance of Eleanor Barbour and Mary Jo Gilles, who portrayed Irene's Ninth Avenue cronies, is worth mentioning. They offered an amusing contrast to the classy debutantes in the play. Dressed in high fashion, they gracefully stumbled across the stage.

Elaborate costuming added an exciting visual dimension to the play. The costumes, designed by Raoul Pene du Bois, brightened the stage with color and nostalgic charm.

The show contained many elaborate dance productions. One dance in particular received an excellent audience response. Irene and her Ninth Avenue Follies (eight dancers) performed chorus line kicking up four unsteady player piano's. "Irene" was an enjoyable diver-

CARBONDALE CABLEVISION
MURDALE SHOPPING CENTER

"Cable TV Service for Carbondale with Channel 7, your local programming"

* 999 $ INSTALLATION SPECIAL

*WITH A 2 MONTH SERVICE PREPAYMENT

THE COST IS SMALL — THE VIEWING GREAT!
YOU GET ALL THE PROGRAMS FROM THE LOCAL STATIONS PLUS
MORE SPORTS, MORE NEWS, MORE VARIETY WITH 12 CHANNELS —ON CABLE!

(AN AVERAGE OF 100 OR MORE MOVIES PER WEEK)
DON'T DELAY—GET CABLE TV TODAY!
STOP IN, OR PHONE 457-3361
OFFER ENDS MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3
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The following programs are scheduled Tuesday on WSIU-TV, Channel 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 a.m.</td>
<td>The Morning Report; 8:45 a.m. - Educational Programming; 9 a.m. - The Electric Company; 10 a.m. - Educational Programming; 11:30 a.m. - Joe Umunna, feminist and artist; 12:30 p.m. - The Afternoon Report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Gettin' Out; 3 p.m. - The News Street; 5 p.m. - The Evening Report; 5:30 p.m. - Music in the Neighborhood; 6 p.m. - The Electric Company; 6:30 p.m. - National Geographic; 7:30 p.m. - Consumer Survival; 8 p.m. - The Accept of Man; 9 p.m. - You're in Good Company; 10 p.m. - The Silent Screen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"FREE" Wheelchair transportation demonstration presented by Double D Industries of St. Charles, Missouri. Demonstration to be held Thursday, October 30, 1975 from 10:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in front of Woody Hall.

We would like to invite everyone interested in wheelchair transportation to view 3 different styles of vans equipped with various adapted driving aids of both individual and community wheelchair transportation.

This demonstration is open to the public.

Guggenheim, 
- Carol interpretation by Judy Vose, speech graduate student and - guitar music by Laura Brown, psychology graduate student.

Following the rally, the organizing agencies have scheduled a 5 p.m. candlelight march for everyone at the Women's Center. Abel said participants in the potluck should bring a covered dish and the center will furnish soft drinks and eating utensils. Discussion about the strike day will follow.

For women with children, the committee has set up a matinee and a matinee for children at the Wesley Foundation, 922 S. Illinois, from 3:30 to 4 p.m. This clinic is in addition to the one regularly scheduled at the foundation.

Abel said for women who could not leave their jobs or classes for the march or rally should wear the black and white armband available at tables set up in the Student Center/Information Area Tuesday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Juarez Tequila tastes terrific, gallops into the spirit of fun, smoothly mixes or stands on its own for a tempting thirst thrill. With a wedge of lime, a sprinkle of salt, Juarez wins every time. Don't horse around. Try Juicea Tequila Silver or Gold today.
Police say bar crowds stopped traffic Sunday

By Scott G. Bandle

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Carbondale police said traffic was stopped three times Sunday morning as crowds came out of the bars in the 300 block of South Adams Ave.

Traffic had to be routed around the block for about an hour as bar patrons walked out in the street. There were no reported arrests or damage.

Mamie Watson, 52, 315 Lyndra Dr., was arrested Friday morning after she allegedly struck Jese L. McIntire, 36, of Carbondale in the head with a machete. McIntire was taken to Doctors Memorial Hospital, treated and released. Watson was taken to Jackson County Jail.

Police said a thresh was reported to them early Sunday morning by the management of the Plaza Lounge, 600 E. Main St. A search of the building by law officials failed to find a bomb.

Jane K. Smith, 25, Route 3, Carbondale, was arrested Monday for possession of a stolen $1 bill. Police said Monday that Smith was arrested when they tried to cash a stolen payroll check at the Bank of Carbondale, 101 N. Washington St. The check, in the amount of $48.48, was reported stolen from a purse on Thursday. Smith was taken to Jackson County Jail.

The management of Weizer Optical, 201 St. Elizabeth, reported Friday that four pairs of eye glasses were missing from a shipment in Peoria. The items were valued at $20.

History to offer proficiency tests

The Department of History will offer proficiency tests in 300 and 303 beginning from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. Nov. 18, in Room 309 of the Home Economics Building. Students must bring their own pencil and paper. Admissions is free.

Each exam will be offered on a pass-fail basis. A student may not take proficiency exams more than once. Each day a student takes an exam, and I.D. will be required to take the exam.

Contact Mrs. Calahan, history department secretary, Faer 374, to make arrangements for tests. The last day to register for the test is Nov. 17.

Residents at 408 E. Hender St. reported Sunday that their house had been entered and stereo equipment stolen. The police said there were no signs of forcible entry. The door was reportedly unlocked. However.

Basil L. Kenner, 27, 413 N. Brush St., was arrested Saturday on a charge of assault. Kenner was released on $25 bond to reappear in city court.

Albert Young, 66, 202A E. Oak St., and John B. Holts, 27, 701 N. Barnes St., were arrested for gambling. Police said the two men were observed "rolling dice" in the 500 block of North Washington Street. The two men were released to appear in city court.
Fox hunting club emphasizes tradition, good sportsmanship

By Debbie Lambert DuPre

The day begins early for members of the Wolf Creek Hunt Club. Horses stall about ten minutes in the early morning mist. Riders, smartly turned out in their best black or scarlet jackets, chat excitedly as they saddle their horses.

The Master of the Hounds, Tom Throgmorton, R.R. 2, Carbondale, rides his big white horse through the crowd of riders hurriedly saddling their horses in the kennels where the hounds wait, eyes bright and coats shiny. The Master and his assistants, or whipper-ins, dress in scarlet jackets called "whipps" named after the English tailor Pooke who made the first such coat. Only men are allowed to wear pinks, and even they must earn the right.

The rest of the hunt members are dressed in black wool jackets. Green velvet collars, the hunt's colors, appear on some of the jackets—a right that must also be earned in the hunt field.

The Master checks to make sure that the members of the hunt field are ready to mount, thensignals the Kennel Master to release the hounds. With all 26 tails wagging, the 13 pairs of hounds bound out of the kennels and trot over to the Master's horse. The whipper-ins move around them to make sure the hounds stay together in a pack.

The rising sun begins to burn the mist out of the valley as the hunt field makes its way down the road to the clubhouse, the Master riding in front with the pack and whipper-ins. At the clubhouse, volunteer kitchen workers pass out "sstrupup cup" to mounted riders to help brace them against the cold and hard riding ahead. The stirrup cup is a votable mixture of apple cider, cinnamon, nutmeg and bourbon.

Sufficiently braced, the hunt field makes its way back down the road to a field next to the kennels where the first cast for the scent is made. The 12 pignons of the pack are ceremonially uncoupled from their older teachers. The 26 hounds then begin sniffing the ground in a determined, businesslike manner, until suddenly the cry goes up and the pack is off in hot pursuit.

A signal from the hunting horn sends the hunt field off on the chase, and the sixth annual Wolf Creek Hunt Club hunting season has officially begun.

During the relatively short twounorm hunt, the packs managed to score three white-tailed deer out of the woods and sent them dashing up the valleys in search of more uninhabited cover. The hounds are not allowed to kill anything they chase, and it is the responsibility of the whipper-ins to see that they don't.

Even though the hunt was a short one, six riders fell while trying to maintain the break-neck pace, and one person fell twice.

Founded in 1968 by several former members of the Southern Illinois Open Hunt (SIOH), whose kennels are right down the road, the Wolf Creek Hunt Club has attracted 45 regular paying members. The club was started by its co-masters, Tom Throgmorton, and Herb Hinz, Palatine, Illinois. Hinz also donated the use of the clubhouse, currently being lived in and taken care of by Linda Fabian, senior in agriculture, and Peter Williams. They also take care of the hounds.

The split with SOIH came because of "political differences" between members, but two rival hunts exist peacefully within a half mile of each other on Wolf Creek Road, about 25 miles southeast of Carbondale and hunt the same country with little interference.

Membership dues, which run $20 monthly, are used to maintain the hounds, clubhouse and partially pay for parties held at the clubhouse. Two-thirds of the land hunted by the club is owned by hunt members, and those who own the other third of the land are all honorary members and are free to ride with the hunt whenever they wish.

The club meets to hunt every Wednesday and Sunday at 8 a.m. from now until January. They begin early when the scent is strongest. Most hunts last from two to three hours, depending on the weather and the scent.

Fox hunting appeals to all ages, with the hunt's youngest member being only 5, and its oldest, Paul Throgmorton, R.R. 3. Carbondale, is 25.

Visitors may ride free as a guest of a member twice. After that a $5 "capping" fee is required. Anyone interested in riding with the hunt should contact Beth Lockwood at the Springer Ridge Stables, 349-5823, or Barbara(Kirkj) Speers in the Staff Training and Development office, at 450-5834.

What kind of man drinks at
The American Tap
The One Who Demands the Finest Liquor & Entertainment.

"Now Featuring"

Tuesday nite Kent McDaniell
Sunday nite Alfredo Jahn &
The Dakota Band
Drink Special Rum & Coke
60¢...at the TAP

518 S. Illinois

KNOW YOUR OPTIONS
AND
SCORE EVERY QUARTER!

With Carbondale Savings And Loan's Savings Plans, Your Guaranteed To Score Every Quarter With Quarterly Compounding.
Put Your Savings Into Action At The Home Of The Message Center Sign!

| $5/4% | Regular Passbook "Daily Interest" |
| $5/4% | Golden Passbook "90 Day Notice" |
| 6/2% | One Year Cert. $1,000 Minimum |
| 6/4% | Two & 1/2 Year Cert. $1,000 Minimum |
| 7% | Four Year Cert. $1,000 Minimum |
| 7/4% | Four Year Cert. $5,000 Minimum |
| 7/4% | Six Year Cert. $5,000 Minimum |

* With certificate savings plans, you may withdraw the principal at any time before maturity and still earn at the Passbook rate on the amount withdrawn, less 1/2 point interest.

CARBONDALE SAVINGS AND LOAN
500 W. Main
Tel. 549-3102
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Vegetarian cook teaches nutritious eating habits

By Peggy Segura
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Helping others obtain knowledge of nutritious eating is the purpose of Margaret Garrett’s course in high protein vegetarian cooking.
The course begins Oct. 15 and meets from 7 to 9 p.m. every Tuesday in the Student Christian Foundation. Cost for the six-week course which includes all ingredients and dishes used during class times.

"Most people just don’t know where to begin when it comes to vegetarian cooking," Garrett said. "It doesn’t have to be difficult, it can be as easy as throwing on a hamburger."

"The students will be preparing meals as they learn how to get more protein out of their meals," she said.

A variety of recipes, including some Middle Eastern dishes that have been altered to get the most protein without sacrificing flavor, will be the way to a more healthy life through nutritional eating habits, Garrett said.

"One doesn’t have to change his eating habits drastically," she said.

"For example, just by adding 1/4 cup of powdered milk and wheat germ, biscuits become a much better protein food," she said.

Meatless spaghetti can be substituted with a vegetable sauce made with carrots, celery, wheat germ, onions and whole wheat spaghetti instead of regular pasta, she said.

Garrett calls the course a learning experience for herself as well as for the students.

"All I know is what I have been reading and researching. Most of the recipes will be taken from popular books on the subject, but learning how to do the cooking will be a large part of the course," she said.

In the end we will have nutritional food that tastes good," she said.

Foundation seeks counselors

The Devereux Foundation Institute of Clinical Training is accepting applications for summer camp counselors and pre-professional traineeships, according to the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance.

Students who are juniors, graduating seniors or beginning graduate students may apply. The summer traineeships will be available at the treatment camps at North Austin, Maine; Santa Barbara, Calif.; Scottsdale, Ariz.; Victoria, Tex.; Hot Springs, Ark.; Rutland, Mass.; and Washington, D.C.

The traineeships provide an orientation to career opportunities for work with emotionally disturbed and mentally handicapped children, adolescents and young adults showing problems of learning and personal adjustment. Supervised experiences at the camp include observation of on-the-spot crisis intervention, treatment techniques and social rehabilitation.

Qualifications for either are: a U.S. citizen, unmarried and at least 18 years old. Tax-exempt training stipends of $375 to $600 for the summer camp and meal and expenses are offered to the trainees.

Information and application for the summer camp counselors and year-round pre-professional traineeships are available from Henry Platt, director. The Devereux Foundation, Institute of Clinical Training, Devon, Pa., or the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance, Woody Hall, 3rd floor.
Disco show needs dancers

The last applications for the "Ebony Accent" Disco Program are now being given out in room 1056 of the Communications Building.

The program, which is very similar to the California Soul Train Program but unique in its own way, will give students a chance to dress their best and dance to their delight.

A dance contest and a chance to appear on "Ebony Accent" again are a couple of the program's features.

The Disco Program, which will be taped Nov. 11 and aired later, is based on a first-come basis due to the limited number of couples the studios are able to accommodate, says House.

The application deadline is 5 p.m. Friday.

"Ebony Accent" is a black-produced program with black-oriented programs. It can be seen each at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday on channels 8 and 14.

Comments concerning the show may be directed to "Ebony Accent" WSIU-TV, Carbondale, Ill. 62901.

DISCO SHOW NEEDS DANCERS

113

Ebony Accent Disco Program features.

The program will give students the chance to dress their best and dance to their delight.

A dance contest and a chance to appear on "Ebony Accent" again are a couple of the program's features.

The Disco Program, which will be taped Nov. 11 and aired later, is based on a first-come basis due to the limited number of couples the studios are able to accommodate, says House.

The application deadline is 5 p.m. Friday.

"Ebony Accent" is a black-produced program with black-oriented programs. It can be seen each at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday on channels 8 and 14.

Comments concerning the show may be directed to "Ebony Accent" WSIU-TV, Carbondale, Ill. 62901.
FOR SALE

Automotives

64 Buick Skylark. 2 door, automatic, a/c. Excellent condition. Clean. Call 457-7794 after 4:00 PM.


AUTO INSURANCE

Call 457-4156 for telephone insurance quote.

Upchurch Insurance

717 S. Illinois 457-3304

Triumph TR6. Parts English. Transmission with reverse. $350.00 or best offer. Call 457-0333.

1971 Ford Galaxie 500. 390, 4 speed. Automatic. $600.00 or best offer. Call 457-6735.

1972 Red Callaway Conversions 333. Available soon.

For Sale-1973 Ford Galaxie 390. 291, 4 speed. automatic. $600.00 or best offer. Call 457-6735.


1973 VW Beetle. $500.00 or best offer. Call 251-9631.

1974 Chevy, runs good, best offer. Call 457-7912.


Parts & Services

VM service, most types VM repair, engine tuneup, parts. Heidelberg Service, Carleboro, 704-6005.

TUNE-UP SPECIAL

$5.00

6-cylinder $22.95

4-cylinder $20.95

Carborator Overhauled $25

U.S. TYPE CARBS

2 & 4 BARRELS

VACUUM CHECK FUB. EXTRA

DAVIS AUTO CENTER

Rt. 51, 3 miles E. Creek Rd. Phone 549-3675

Miscellaneous

The 3-120 is a new pump with 10,000 mile guarantee. Sale or trade. Call 457-6002.

1974 VW For sale. Base convertible model 1600. Fuzzy vinyl top, luggage rack, 36000 miles. $850.00.

Parts green leather jacket. Size Med. $20.00. Excellent condition. Phone 317-1222.

Diamond engagement ring. 1.50, half karat, includes setting of $150.00. $500.00 or best offer. Call 457-6122.

Shirt and necktie and jacket. Good condition, back to school, or sports event. $20.00 or best offer. Call 317-0808.

Roger's Silverware, 48 qts. quart size, each item 1.00 or best offer. Phone 317-0808.

High school yearbook storage chest.

Tape recorder. Sanyio electronic, new and used. Phone 317-0808.

Southern Hills

Dennis, 35201, 704-3781.

SFIU Family Housing

One-Bedroom Unit $175.00 Monthly

Two-Bedroom Unit $200.00 Monthly

Rogers Village, 45 qts, quarter size, each item 1.00 or best offer. Phone 317-0808.

G rafton's Silverware, 48 qts. quart size, each item 1.00 or best offer. Phone 317-0808.
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Harriers’ Valley title hopes bright after Monday workout

By Mark Kaslowski
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

A four-pound cast could be the difference between SIU finishing first or third this week in the Illinois Valley Cross Country Championships on Saturday.

Freshman Kurt Leslie, wearing a cast due to a broken thumb, broke Oct. 19. He had been coupled out of the conference meet by SIU coach Lew Hamilton because of the injury. Leslie was unable to compete in last Saturday’s Illinois Intercollegiate Championships.

This week featured third with 106 points behind Illinois with 26 points and second Eastern Kentucky with 64 points. Illinois State with 110 points was scored. The meet was held in meet with 13 Illinois universities and colleges compete.

“Leslie’s injury really killed our chances of getting second over a fine team from Eastern,” Hartsoog said.

Mary at practice Hartsoog was given a pleasant surprise when Leslie ran the best time he has ever run at Midland Hills Golf Course. Senior Tom Fulton added to that surprise when he ran what Hartsoog called, “the best he’s run in two years.”

With both Fulton and Leslie running well, Hartsoog is looking to put the Valley meet at Midland Hills with increased optimism.

“If Leslie continues to feel good and wants to, the doctor may put a lighter cast on his wrist for the race,” Hartsoog reported.

Monday morning Hartsoog had seemed resigned to a third place finish in the Valley meet.

“We’re going to have to pull some miracles to win this week,” he said. “Otherwise we’ll lose to both Drake and Western Illinois.”

With or without Leslie, Hartsoog had been confident that Illinois would literally run away from the field in the middle meet, and did.

Led by junior standout Craig Virginia, Illinois compiled the second lowest score in Illinois Intercollegiate history with 6 points. SIU’s tie points in 1973 is the lowest score ever.

Virginia was the first of five Illini in the top 10 finishers. He finished at 23:22, 30 seconds ahead of second John of SIU.

Jack was great,” Hartsoog praised. “It was the best race Jack has ever ran. He ran the way a talented distance runner should run.”

Freshman Mike Sawyer and junior Jerry George finished ninth and tenth behind Virginia, St. John, two Eastern harriers and four Illini.

The next SIU finisher was Pat Cook in 33rd in the 94-runner race. Fulton finished 52nd, a little less than three minutes behind Virginia.

“Sawyer and George did good jobs getting there,” Hartsoog said. “They others could have done better.”

A time of 25:44 was a personal best in cross country.
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By Dave Wieczorek  
Daily Egyptian-Sports Editor  

Brick on the Buckeyes, bring on the Irish.  

That's getting a bit extreme, but Saturday afternoon the football Salukis were acting like a team that had just clinched the conference championship and was on its way to the Rose Bowl or Sugar Bowl.  

The Salukis had plenty of reasons for excitement after their 33-22 win over the Wichita State Shockers (2-6). It was SUU's (13-4) first win of the year. It was the first SUU win in the last 10 games.  

Not a frowning face was seen in the winners' locker room after the homecoming victory. A new confidence was already developing.  

"This win will give us a lot of confidence. If we can keep it up, maybe we'll win the next four games. Who knows?" said a grinning Leonard Hopkins, Saluki quarterback.  

Saturday's game was unusual because it was a win and because there were several offensive and defensive stars, which has not been the case all year.  

It was difficult to pick the outstanding play of the game, considering the number to choose from. For example: corner back Joe Hosman's breath-taking tackle of running back Jeff Sheppler, throwing him for a loss on fourth-and-one on the Saluki 36 when Wichita was threatening to score; Ivy Moore's diving catch at the one yard line, setting up Hopkins' run for a touchdown—his third of the day; Or Hopkins' 33-yard scamper setting up a fourth quarter touchdown by fullback Joe Holtgrieve.  

There were other noteworthy performances on defense. Freshman tackle Dan Von Holt was in on 13 take downs. Safety John Forys had 12 tackles. Primus Jones and Willie Vance, who was switched from offensive guard, accounted for 16 tackles between them at the nose guard position.  

"It was a great game," SIU coach Doug Weaver said in the noisy winner's locker room after the game. "It was a tough one for Wichita State to lose. They've played some tough games this year."  

"I hope the fans had a real good time," he remarked. "I think we can start filling up McAndrew Stadium and we can have some good times."  

The game was an offensive battle from the start. SIU got on the board first after less than four minutes had elapsed in the first quarter. Hosman hustled to recover a fumble that a Wichita man had given up on. SIU took the ball 35 yards and got the six points on Andre Herrera's 14-yard run around right end.  

The Shockers put together a 78-yard drive to tie the score seven minutes later on C.J. Pearlyn's 18-yard run.  

SIU scored twice and Wichita once in the second quarter. The Salukis went up 14-7 when Hopkins executed a counter play around the left side and went 17 yards for the touchdown. Ken Seaman added the point after of the game.  

The Shockers capitalized on a Saluki fumble to tie the score, but Hopkins scored a two-yard keeper after Wichita was called for pass interference.  

One-yard runs by Hopkins in the third quarter and Holtgrieve in the fourth finished the Saluki scoring. Wichita's other score also came in the fourth quarter. Quarterback Sam Atkins hit split end Leon Dobbs on a five-yard touchdown pass.  

Wichita was the loser, but Atkins was clearly the player of the game and maybe even the week in the Missouri Valley Conference. He did not start the game, but the junior quarterback hit on 16 of 27 pass attempts for 256 yards and one touchdown.  

Moore is the Salukis' candidate for Valley offensive player of the week. He caught all seven of Hopkins' completions for 97 yards. Moore also returned two kickoffs for a total of 88 yards.  

One was for 58 yards. He has 200 yards in kickoff returns for the season, only 11 shy of the school record for one season set by Bob Hassberry in 1969.  

SIU is now in position to win two games in a row, something that has not been done since 1971. In 1971, when it hosted the Bulldogs from Drake Saturday. After that game, the Salukis travel to Arkansas State before homecoming for the final home game of the season against Bowling Green. SIU's final game of the 1975 season takes them to Texas to face Lamar University.  

"Leaping Lizards did you see that Ivy Moore jump?" Coach Doug Weaver could be saying to sideline cohorts as the elusive Moore gains some air yards during the homecoming win over Wichita State.  

By Dave Wieczorek  
Daily Egyptian Sports Editor  

"Ivy climbs all over Shockers"  

Saturday, Moore's flight pattern was run during one of his two kickoff returns against the Shockers. (Staff photos by Bob Ringham)  

"They were playing me man-for-man, just one man on me," Moore explained about the Shockers' defense. "When they play one man on me, I don't think I can be stopped."  

"I'm not bragging," Moore said confidently. "Maybe we just had a little bit all the time."  
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